CURRICULUM COMMITTEE
RECOMMENDATION

SR-07-08-(07) 38 CC

Recommends approval of the listed COURSE ADDITIONS in the following colleges and/or schools:

- COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS

  CL  475  Roman Law  3 hours
  Taught in English, this course provides an introduction to basic tenets of Roman Law with particular attention to court cases and speeches. Co-requisite(s)/Prerequisite(s): None

  ENG  460  Composition Theory I: An Introduction to the Discipline  3 hours
  Introduces students to the discipline of Composition and Rhetoric through a survey of historical and theoretical texts related to the study and teaching of writing. Co-requisite(s)/Prerequisite(s): Any 300-level ENG except 302

  ENG  466  Literacy Studies  3 hours
  Surveys theories of writing and reading literacy development with a focus on teaching writing through multi-modal and multi-genre approaches. Co-requisite(s)/Prerequisite(s): Any 300-level ENG except 302

  ENG  467  Visual Rhetoric  3 hours
  The study of visual texts as expressions of cultural meaning which, much like semiotics, seeks to analyze rhetorical messages. Co-requisite(s)/Prerequisite(s): None

  FRN  407  Foreign Language Teaching Methodology  3 hours
  Analysis and practical application of methods of teaching foreign language, including professional development, language pedagogy, and language standards. To be taken concurrently with CI 470. Co-requisite(s)/Prerequisite(s): CI 470 or Permission

  JPN  401  Readings in Advanced Japanese I  3 hours
  Students learn comprehensive skills in contemporary Japanese at advanced level and 250 new kanji. Students conduct a presentation in Japanese. Course taught in Japanese. Co-requisite(s)/Prerequisite(s): JPN 315/316 or Permission

  JPN  402  Readings in Advanced Japanese II  3 hours
  Students continue to learn comprehensive skills in contemporary Japanese at advanced level and 250 new kanji. Students conduct a survey research in Japanese. Course taught in Japanese. Co-requisite(s)/Prerequisite(s): JPN 401 or Permission

- COLLEGE OF SCIENCE

  PHY  443  Quantum Mechanics II  3 hours
  This is a second part of a two-semester introduction to quantum mechanics. Emphasis in on applications of quantum theory including approximation techniques and the study of more realistic
quantum systems. Co-requisite(s)/Prerequisite(s): PHY 442 or CHM 442

- LEWIS COLLEGE OF BUSINESS

ECN 430 Forensic Economics 3 hours
To provide business students with "real world" applications in the estimation of economic damages for federal and state litigation. It is also designed to prepare students for jobs. Co-
requisite(s)/Prerequisite(s): ECN 253

RATIONALE:

Each course is an appropriate addition to the respective programs.
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